Autism Community to Ford: “Get it Done”

When: Friday June 24, 2022
Where: Queen’s Park
Time: 10:00am-12:00pm

On Friday, the Ontario Autism Coalition will be at Queen’s Park to remind Ford and his new cabinet that our community cannot wait any longer, it’s time to get it done.

The autism community cannot wait any longer. After four years and three ministers, Doug Ford still hasn’t gotten it done when it comes to services for children and youth with autism. While this government continues to dither, 54,000 children are stuck waiting for help. Ford promised to “clear the waitlist” the first time he was elected but he has more than doubled its size.

Enough is enough.
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For Further Information Contact:
Angela Brandt, President, (647) 496–4688
Tony Stravato, Director, (905) 441–0611

#50KIsNotOK

The Ontario Autism Coalition is a non-profit Ontario corporation dedicated to advocacy and political action on behalf of people with autism.

www.ontarioautismcoalition.com
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